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Abstract - The objective of this research is to know the correlation between grammar mastery and writing
English skill of student Grade X SMK Selagan Jaya Jakarta. The population is taken from SMK Selagan Jaya
Jakarta. The sample of research is twenty students. The method used correlative descriptive by sampling
randomly technique which is writing test. The data is taken from grammar mastery 56 as lowest score, 96 as
highest score; X = 73,3 and S = 15, 46. For writing English skill the lowest score is 52, the highest 92; X= 67, 6,
and S = 13, 65. The next step is to know the effect of grammar mastery towards writing English skill, the writer
uses correlation product moment by finding rxy = 0, 9889 on table significant 0,05 bigger than F table shown 0,
444. This criteria’s shows the correlation was high. So, this research have been succeed to reject of zero
hypothesis which is said no effect between grammar mastery towards writing English skill of student grade X
SMK Selagan Jaya Jakarta. This result of the result been done can be useful for English teacher to increase their
competence of grammar mastery and provide an appropriate task for students.
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I. INTRDUCTION
Nowadays, English cannot be ignored due to have
important role to reach something or to be priority
skill to compete in this era. People should have
something they have mastered to get something they
looked for. It is known also English as global
language which is used almost more than half people
around the world as international communication.
Besides that, this language is a tool to reach
economy and trading purposes, the relations of the
nations, social and culture, and education for
brighter career. Mastery grammar is an important
condition to be learnt whether personal or society of
nationality in preparing any challenge would be
come in future. Successful communication in
situations which simulate real life is the best test of
mastery of language.
The grammar mastery is an acquired by any various
learning program in school such as student learn
grammar through puzzle, guessing word, or role
play. These activities will stimulate their
competence to do observation of grammar had been
studied. Reflection in the past shown that English
learning still left far behind of the goal needed. One
of the issues of student learning is the mastery of
grammar in writing skill. This can be found of
student result which is still very lack of it. The
condition, off course, as reflection of student result
whereas still conventional and do not focus on
student competence itself, how the learning should
be.
Generally teacher is an agent of learning at present
time. This means the teacher must able to make
learning become contextual involving student
directly and actively. No matter how good the
learning mainly is, if teacher do not able to create in
delivery well, so the mainly will be not reached by
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student anyway. It will affect the student been bored,
lack of responsibility, excitement of studying.
Teacher is strived to be able to design the learning
become interesting, effective, innovative, and at the
end it will increase student’s creativity.
The success of student learning is marked by student
achievement. This is all people needed of
achievement in learning process even though,
somehow, still not all students can reach the learning
successful. The learning situation in the class,
especially for vocational high student, English is
become less effective during teaching learning
process. It because students unable or lack of
English so cannot do the English exercises given by
the hands book or teacher.
Many causes can make student lack of English one
of them is lack of confidence they have and afraid
while make something mistake. The students have to
face their afraid when the teacher begins to point
them one by one whether to answer the questions or
to write the answer in white board. This still existed
during the processes appear in the class. If this
situation is continuously, of course will be decreased
student’s achievement. The proses teaching and
learning between teacher and student are less
effective. The learning achievement had been
planned fail.
Student must concern about writing skill as their one
of competence in English course. They realize that
through education they would have skill to be
chosen and being advantage for them to reach what
they dream. In addition, the school will create
student with high quality and bring the knowledge to
the public. The parents will decided and send their
children to study due to the reputation of the school
itself. The difference among ability or skill
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regarding to the writing can be referred to prove or
fence for the teacher and student in teaching learning
in the class.
Certainly those different is not appear on education
level between one people to another have different
each other include in learning English. Besides
writing skill, reading skill will develop the reading
skill itself through reading activity as same as to
train the writing activity through writing practice.
Through practicing, it will help student to improve
writing skill and to figure out the best strategy for
themselves in creating a writing English by using
good grammar. This step surely can be found the
location or the place of mistake what student been
wrote by using grammar.
Recently people assume between grammar and
structure has similar form. People are bale to write
sentence without thinking about grammar they
wrote. The fact is totally different because grammar
is focused on the way to write it and the other side
structure more focus on form of the sentence and
time of the event. The time in structure know as
tenses whereas the tenses show about adverb of time
recognizing when an event appears, have appear,
and will appear. The grammar and structure are two
units cannot be separate in making of sentence.
The grammar consists of subject, predicate, an
object, and adverb of time, place, or manner.
Grammar and structure are an important point for
English active communicating whether orally or
write. Learning writing have to think carefully and
accurately while make some good English sentence.
Writing is a complexity process involving high
mentality such as memorizing, imagination,
arrangement, applied, and problem solve. Writing
skill generally is acquired by unique skill and has
important role developing the knowledge,
communication tools for people. It because not all
people are able to improve the skill they have as a
tool to inventive themselves or more than that being
culture for them own selves.
It needs some examination to measure how far
student mastery of grammar called skill test. This
test usually applied in reviewing the materials or
having test English proficiency. The difficulties of
student may be found while they learnt English
grammar area. This can be happened of student
result why do the student. It can thus be argued that
fluency English generally – a with case, whether in
grammar or writing, and the ability to understand
what he or she hears and reads - can be measured by
learning and test which evaluate performance in
language skills.
Students should recognize of grammar mastery that
it can be found through the writing the made.
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Writing can be inferred to add the knowledge about
everything plus the grammar itself, how to set the
paragraph, topic chosen, the language style, and the
main idea. By these circumstances of learning
grammar, it acquired motivation of learning in
English to assist student easier in facing the
difficulties of understanding the grammar.
The habit of writing and understanding of grammar
are those rarely comprehend by Indonesian people.
This means caused by several things such as no
culture-style of grammar mastery, unassisted an
environment around. Writing skills have some
purposes include involving the structure and
grammar, raising the grammar, adding of grammar,
having information of something or enjoying the
literature masterpiece. In learning of language many
factors should teacher noticed so purpose of the
grammar mastery will be reached as well. Teacher is
delivering the course can use any method of learning
and also an appropriate approach based on the
condition in the class and the students as well. This
hopes the result of student learning especially of
grammar has significantly reached.
The student of SMK Selagan Jaya Jakarta is still
may found of mistaken in grammar mastery while
write of English. The student always do mistake in
completing some task of exercise especially in
writing. Grammar is always as a top of lack in
making of good writing due to grammar incorrect.
By the information given above, it is important to
look for how to increase the student learning result
toward of grammar mastery in English writing and
to find any effect of grammar toward writing
English skill.
II. METHOD OF RESEARCH
This paper uses quantitative research method. It
means the paper shown the data by using statistically
form seeking an answer of problem been researched,
(Kountur 2007:105). The form of X as independent
variable can be viewed as a grammar while Y as
dependent and represent of writing skill. The
population in SMK Selagan Jaya is 47 students.
Based on Arikunto references which is the sample
used consisting of 20 students chosen randomly. The
source of the data is taken from the result of
grammar test and writing test. The research is shown
the correlation between the variable of the object
research. The technique of collecting data is chosen
by using 20 multiple choice of grammar tests and
five numbers of essay writing test.
Research Design

X

Y

X = Grammar mastery (dependent variables)
Y = Writing (independent variables)
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III. FINDING AND DISCUSSION
A. Data Description
1. Data of Grammar Mastery
The data of grammar mastery is given by the test of
grammar-twenty multiple choices at tenth grade
SMK Selagan Jaya. This test has had 96 as highest
score and 56 as smallest score. Next, the mean can
be counted as a follow:
a. Determine of distributing frequently
1.
2.

3.

Determine the distance (R) begins the bigger
onto the smallest: R = 96 – 40 = 40
Determine the length of class (K) by Struges’s
rule K = 1+3,3 log n
= 1 + 3,3 (20), 1 + 3,3 log (1,30) = 5,29
or 6
Determine the length of class interval (P)
40
P=
= 6,67 or 7
6

Table 1. Grammar’s result Distributing of
Frequency

b. Mean

=

∑ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹
𝑛𝑛
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𝑛𝑛
–𝐹𝐹
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c. Median = b + p �
d. Modus
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=b+p�

1467
20

1
20−7
2

3

� = 55,5+ 7 �

𝑑𝑑1+𝑑𝑑2

55,5 + 7 (0,63) = 59,91

e.

Standar deviation

2. Data of Writing Skill
The data of writing is taken from grammar test of
five numbers of essay tests. The result of the test is
92 as the highest score of grammar and 52 as
smallest score. It can be continued to seek Mean
and the steps for the rest of scoring:
a. Determine of distributing frequently
1. Determine the distance (R) begins the
biggest into the smallest:
R = 92 – 52 = 40
2. Determine the length of class (K) by
Struges’s rule
K
= 1 + 3,3 log n
= 1 + 3,3 log (20)
= 1 + 3,3 log (1,30)
= 1 + 4,29 = 5,29 or 6
3. Determine the length of class interval (P)
𝑟𝑟
40
P= =
= 6,67 or 7
𝑘𝑘
6
Table 2. Writing result of distributing frequency

= 73,3

� = 62,5 + 7
𝑑𝑑1

Based on the result above it said that from twenty
students were found the highest score 96 and the
lowest 56, from the counting result said was found
an average 73,3, the median 69,5, the modus 59,91,
and deviation standards 14,56. The whole data can
be concluded that the data was good as a result.

7

= 69,5

7+4

�=

b. Mean

Varians

=
c. Median

= 14,56
= 14,562 = 211,99
d. Modus

𝑛𝑛
1352

𝑛𝑛

–𝐹𝐹

= b + p �2 �
𝑓𝑓

1

20−7

= 58,5 + 7 2
5
= 58,5 + 7 (0,6)
= 58,5 + (4,2)
= 62,7
𝑑𝑑1
=b+p�
�
𝑑𝑑1+𝑑𝑑2
7

= 51,5 + 7 � �
7+2
= 51,5 + 7 (0,77)
= 51,5 + 5,39
= 56,89 or 60

8
6
4
2
0

∑ 𝐹𝐹𝐹𝐹

=
20
= 67,6

=
=
f.

=

�����
2
∑(𝑋𝑋−𝑥𝑥)

56-62 63-69 70-76 77-83 84-90 91-97
Figure 1. The Graph of Grammar Mastery
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e.Standard deviation = �

𝑛𝑛

3539,2

=�

19

=√186,27
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Table 3. Normality Test of Grammar
f. Varians

= 13,65
= 13,652 = 186,32

8
6
4
2
0

52-58 59-65 66-72 73-79 80-86 87-93
Figure 2. Graph of Writing

According to the result above it can be declared that
from 20 students has 92 as the highest score and 52
as smallest score and from the resulting of
calculation can be found the Mean 67,6, median
62,7, modus 60, and standard deviation 13,65. These
were shown the data can be well categorized.
B. Technique of Prerequisite Data Analysis
In order to have significant and accurate data of this
research, it required normality test of each variables
to know whether both variable are having normal
distributing. The next steps, both variables will be
examined of coefficient regression and correlation.
The coefficient data is a data take from grammar and
writing test. This method used to know how
correlation between grammar mastery and writing
skill.

Table 4. Normality Test of Writing

1. Normality Test Data
The test for normality will use to know whether the
data is taken from the population normal distribution
or not. The criteria of normality test are H0 accepted
if L count smaller than L table. This means the data of
the research takes from population normal
distribution. After the writer finished the calculation
of normality test of grammar mastery then it was
found the data shown L count has 0,23 and L table with
α = 0,05 has 0,190 and α = 0,01 has 0,231. However,
this can be concluded the sample was taken from
normal population. Next step, it will counted of
writing English test whereas found L count has 0, 09
and L table with α = 0,05 was 0,190 and α =0,01 was
0,231. It can be concluded of writing English test
that the sample was taken from normal population.
The next table shows L count 0, 23 and L table with α =
0,05 is 0, 190, and α = 0,01 is 0, 231. This can be
concluded the sample’ source of the population is
normal distribution.
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The table above shows L count 0, 09 and L table with α
= 0,05 is 0, 190, and α = 0,01 is 0, 231. This can be
concluded the sample’ source of the population is
normal distribution. The next steps will do test of
linearity from this sample.
2.

Linearity Regression Test
Table 5. Coefficient Regression Test and
Product Moment Correlation

The
Respondent
1

X

Y

XY

X²

Y²

96

92

8832

9216

8464

2

96

92

8832

9216

8464

3

92

88

8096

8464

7744

4

92

84

7728

8464

7056

5

88

80

7040

7744

6400

6

84

76

6384

7056

5776

7

80

72

5760

6400

5184

8

76

68

5168

5776

4624

9

72

64

4608

5184

4624

10

72

64

4608

5184

4096

11

68

64

4352

4624

4096

12

64

60

3840

4096

3600

13

64

60

3840

4096

3600

14

60

56

3360

3600

15

60

56

3360

3600

3136

16

60

56

3360

3600

3136

17

56

56

3136

3136

3136

18

56

52

2912

3136

2704

19

56

52

2912

3136

2704

20

56

52

2912

3136

2704

1448

1344

101040

108864

93856

∑X

∑Y

∑XY

∑X²

∑Y²

=
=

1344(108864)−1448(101040

20(108864)−(1448)²
1446313216−146305920
2177280−2096704
7296

=
80576
= 0,091
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=
=

20(101040)−1448(1344)
20(108864)−(1448)²
2020800−1946112
2177280−2096704
74688

=
80576
=0,93
The X and Y of regression linearity have similarity
Ŷ = 0,091 + 0, 93. An X variable or the grammar
mastery and a Y variable or writing English is
straight equivalent and to be positive position if an X
has positive, so will produced Y positive, and having
the correlation which is regressed to each other.
C. Hypothesis Test
1. The coefficient looks for a correlation product
moment counting by using this following
formulation:
r xy =

rxy

=
=

20(101040)−1448(1344)

�{20.108864−(1448)2 } {20.93856−(1344)2 }
2020800−1946112

�{2177280−2096704} {1877120−1806336}
74688
74688

=
=

2.

3136

In searching of regression similarity by using Ŷ = a
+ bx. This formulation can be form to count
coefficient regression test and correlation product
moment as a follow:
a

b

75521,46

1−𝑟𝑟
0,9889√18
√0,023

=

1−0,9889

4,196

√0,023

=

√5703491584

= 0, 9889

The significant Count
thitung = �𝑟𝑟√𝑛𝑛−22 = 0,9889√20−2
=
2
�
=

3.

√80576.70784
74688

0,9889√18
√1−0,977

= 27, 66

Coefficient Determination
CD = 𝑟𝑟 2 x 100 % = 0,98892 x 100 % =
97,8 %
It can be concluded that grammar mastery gives
significant contribution of 97, 8 % to the writing
skills.

D. Testing of Hypothesis
This research is trying to find out he effect of
grammar toward writing skill of tenth grade student
of SMK Selagan Jaya Jakarta. Based on the analysis
above been done, it can be interpreted that there is
an effect of grammar toward writing skill with the
score 0,9889. This point is higher enough so can be
concluded it is having highest effect, plus the
contribution additional of grammar variable is 97,
8%.
The grammar mastery is one of important thing of
language skills to assist student able to understand
English during teaching learning processes in the
class. If the student is lacked of grammar so they
cannot do write well of English writing.
The point of this analysis can be taken if the score of
grammar test whether high or low on the progress
must be have the correlation or effected by whether
high or low of the writing test result.
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E. The Result Interpretations
The confession correlation through analysis result
shows the data of 0,9889 which is mean above the
table grade. The table grade on the standard
significant 5% is 0, 444. This condition concludes
the zero hypothesis of the research is acceptable.
There are some statements to indicate whether
having the effect between grammar mastery variable
with writing skills of student grade X SMK Salagan
Jakarta.
1. There are significant different of student ability
in accomplishing an assignment. The student
who has highest score of grammar mastery is
similarity having highest score of writing skill.
Moreover, the student who has lowest score of
grammar mastery will having lower score also
to writing skill. This means grammar mastery
have effect to writing skill.
2. Meanwhile, the student who has highest score
of grammar mastery having also better skill
rather than student who has lowest score. This
shows the grammar’s role help student to
increase their ability in writing of English.
IV.
CONCLUSION
This research expresses of empiric data of grammar
mastery and writing skill of student grade X of SMK
Selagan Jaya Jakarta. From the result by using
correlation product moment can be concluded that
there are effect between grammar mastery to writing
skill. The conclusion as a follow:
1. The grammar mastery (X) have lowest score 56,
highest 96, average score 73,3, modus 59,91,
median 68,5, and standard deviation 14, 56. It
can be referred that the standard of assessment
or the scale can be categorized as sufficient
scale.
2. Writing skill (Y) have found the highest score
92, lowest 52, average score 67, 6, modus 60,
median 62, 7, and standard deviation 13, 65. It
can be referred that the standard assessment can
be categorized as sufficient scale.
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